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vClarus - Discovery Bell Integration

vClarus is Bell Integration’s end-to-end data migration platform. vClarus provides a single point of truth 
for all data relating to the hosting target recommendations, migrations, whilst lowering the risk and 
improving project predictability.

Discovery
The discovery phase is critical to the success of the migration. Using the most relevant discovery techniques 
including in-house reporting tools, existing documents, a fully online web-based questionnaire and workshop 
process, we analyse the current estate – from services through to applications and infrastructure. 

This includes the interaction and links between applications, whether these are technical, shared infrastructure This includes the interaction and links between applications, whether these are technical, shared infrastructure 
or business workflow, which is essential for effective migration scheduling.  Different silos of information need to 
come from different sources, and in many different formats.  vClarus is able to ‘glue’ these disparate data sources 
to give a consistent view.

vClarus uses a number of different techniques to enrich, improve and validate this data, as shown below:

Existing Repositories
or Documents

Discovery Tools

Questionnaire

Overview of vClarus



vClarus - Strategic Service Mapping Bell Integration

Strategic Service Mapping
From the discovery and  analysis, vClarus produces a Strategic Service Mapping of Services down to 
Infrastructure, including Applications, which is navigable and real time.

Probably for the first time, there will be a fully documented graphical representation of Services, Applications and 
Infrastructure, which is crucial for a successful migration and invaluable for ongoing support.

Current Landscape – Provisioned and Actual Usage



vClarus - Hosting Recommendations Bell Integration

CataloguesApplication landscape

Hosting Recommendations
Having established a detailed and complete view of the Service hierarchy, vClarus is able to reference internal 
normalised service catalogues from cloud or hosting vendors, and, using the automated Decision Engine, is able 
to recommend specific vendors and their service catalogue items that can host the applications, platforms and 
infrastructure down to individual servers.  

Recommendations include IaaS, PaaS and SaaS and take into consideration technical factors as well as service, Recommendations include IaaS, PaaS and SaaS and take into consideration technical factors as well as service, 
business and compliance rules.  This is an optimised view, allowing for rightsizing of the target environment.

vClarus - Hosting Recommendations



vClarus - Migration Bell Integration

Services

Migration Plan

Servers Applications
Mapping of 

Applications to Passports

Migration Strategies and Migration Methods
Migration Strategies, which will vary between parts of the business and applications / infrastructure, define what 
the end results will be, for example, Re-Hosting (like-for-like), Re-Architecture (transformation) or Replace (SaaS). 

FroFrom here we formulate the Migration Methods, which is the process used to establish each Migration Strategy. 
For example, Re-Hosting can be achieved by cloning or rebuilding - resulting in the same end state but via 
different means and with different benefits. These Migration Methods can be industry standard, bespoke or 
hybrid.

Migration Passports and Runbooks
FoFor each Migration Method, a Migration Passport and Runbook is built in vClarus; milestones for gate level 
tracking, and detailed tasks for each approach. These are templates to be used for the migrations themselves 
with each Runbook containing the detailed tasks, and dependencies.

Migration Scheduling
The Migration Schedule and Migration Plans are a combination of several factors including Applications, 
Platforms, Servers, Data, Dependencies, Calendars & Constraints (such as change freeze periods, business 
peak times, and maintenance windows), People & Resources, Passports and Runbooks. 

vClaruvClarus feeds all of this information into its Decision Engine, formulates Migration Dependency Groups, and 
auto-generates Migration Plans.  These Migration Plans are the basis of all migration activity.  Each Migration 
Plan, once approved, is presented through dashboards, allowing all those involved in the migration, transparent 
visibility to the exact status at any point in time, and timing for future tasks.



vClarus - Migration Execution Bell Integration

Migration Execution

During the Execution phase vClarus Dashboards present the RAG (Red, Amber, Green) status of all activity 
providing transparent progress reporting. Crucially vClarus maintains dynamic planning and re-planning 
capability. Any rescheduling that’s needed, can be simply done through planning screens, by the project 
management with point and click and all tasks are automatically regenerated and tracked.

A A key component to the success of a migration project is vClarus' evidenced based reporting. Reports can be 
generated and mapped to business requirements throughout all of the project stages. The central vClarus 
repository is a single set of information, providing consistency of Service, Application and Infrastructure 
information, which is critical to change control and minimising the risks in migration. 

 In short vClarus is the go to for all information and governance relating to current systems, target environment 
(the Where), methods (the How), and the schedule (the When).

The Migration Process

See how Bell Integration can help your migration projects succeed. See how Bell Integration can help your migration projects succeed. 

Please contact us on enquiries@bell-integration.com or 

visit www.bell-integration.com
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